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Welcome Pack for Students 

First off, we would like to wish you a very warm welcome to Argentina on behalf of everybody at AMAUTA 
Spanish School. Our aim is to ensure that you enjoy every minute of your Spanish classes. As a new arrival, there 

are lots of things you need to know about Argentina, Buenos Aires, the classes, health & safety, and of course 
some general advice. This booklet covers all these topics in detail! 

 

The first part contains all you need to know about AMAUTA Argentina: the school, the Spanish lessons, your 
weekly schedule, your accommodation and our volunteer work in Buenos Aires. 

 

The second part is an additional part that provides more information about Argentina and Buenos Aires, and tells 
you more about important health and safety issues. Also check out this section if you want some advice on what 

you should pack. 
 

The appendix is a separate document, related to our travel agency Dos Manos. Here you will find examples of the 
tours and excursions we offer in Argentina. Take advantage of the special discount we offer AMAUTA students! 
We can also help you with your travel arrangements in other Latin American countries. 

 

 
Enjoy! 

 

The staff of AMAUTA Spanish School 
 

 

 

 

 
 

Note that this booklet aims to provide general information to our students and volunteers. Your personal accommodation details will be 
given in a separate document. Exact class times will be determined on your first day of school, according to the results of your placement 

test.     Should you have any specific questions, please do not hesitate to contact your personal councilor or write us an email!  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  WELCOME TO ARGENTINA!  

http://www.amautaspanish.com/
http://www.amautaspanish.com/
http://www.amautaspanish.com/
mailto:info@amautaspanish.com
support-es23
Rectángulo
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AMAUTA Spanish School in Argentina offers the unique opportunity to practice the Spanish language while 

immersing yourself in the fascinating Argentine culture in ‘’the Paris of South America’’ – Buenos Aires! AMAUTA 

Spanish School is situated in a beautiful school building in the city center of Buenos Aires, on the well-known Av. 

De Mayo. From here, there is no better place to explore the best of Buenos Aires. AMAUTA is not just a place to 

learn Spanish in Argentina, it’s a great place to make friends, meet different people and be part of a community. 

Students from all over the world come to AMAUTA to learn Spanish in Argentina which creates an incredible 

diversity of people and stories to share. Once you arrive you won’t want to leave! 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Payments 
 

 

All payments are due on the first day of classes at the latest. AMAUTA offers the following methods of payment: 

 

• Before arrival, you can make a deposit to one of our bank accounts or through PayPal (6% extra charge). 

• Upon arrival you can pay in cash (US dollars only). Note that you should bring US Dollars with you, as you 

cannot get these from the ATM’s in Argentina! 

Buenos Aires, Argentina 

Opening hours of the office 

Monday – Friday: 8:30am – 7pm 
Sunday: 2pm – 5pm 

Phone number: (+54) 11 43837706 

Emergency number (calling from another country): +(54) 911 41894878 

Emergency number (calling from Argentina): 15 41894878 

PART 1: AMAUTA ARGENTINA 

  INFORMATION ABOUT AMAUTA  
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How to get to our school 
 

 
 Take the Metro (the “Subte”) to “Saenz Peña Station” 

(A line, identified by light blue). If you come on the 

green (D), you can either connect with the A line at 

Cathedral, or get off at Tribunales and walk 5 blocks to 

AMAUTA Elebaires. 

 Follow the exit signs (SALIDA) that say: Calle San José/ 

Uruguay 

 You should exit the Metro and find yourself on the 

corner of Av. De Mayo Street and Uruguay or San Jose 

(notice that this is the same street but its name 

changes in Av. de Mayo Street). 

 Walk on Av. de Mayo Street, against the traffic way, where the building numbers decrease. 
 

 You will cross Uruguay or San Jose Street (depending on which hand of Av. de Mayo you’re walking). 
 

 Walk on for approximately 10 meters more and the address is Av. de Mayo 1370 (you will see a big, old 

historical building with glass doors: that is the Barolo Palace, where the school is located). 

 Enter the Barolo Palace and use any of the stairs or elevators on the right or left. Go to the 3rd floor. 
 

 Circle around the balcony and you will find the school at office 10. 
 

 

 
 

Our other locations in Argentina 
 

 
AMAUTASpanish School offers you the amazing opportunity 

to study Spanish at our partner school in Bariloche , a 

beautiful and charming town surrounded by mountains and 

lakes. The school is located in the centre of Bariloche, the 

gateway to Patagonia. Here, you can combine your Spanish 

program with exciting adventure activities such as rafting, 

paragliding, skiing, kayaking and horseback riding. 

http://www.amautaspanish.com/
http://www.amautaspanish.com/destinations/learn-spanish-in-argentina/learn-spanish-in-bariloche-114.html
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Visa Procedures 
 

 

Foreigners from most countries do not need visas and receive a 90-day tourist stamp upon arrival. It is possible 

that they ask you to show proof that you will leave the country within these 90 days. You can renew your 

tourist visa quite easily at the local immigrations office, or by crossing the border to Uruguay or Brazil. For more 

information regarding Visa requirements for your nationality, please visit your local Argentinean embassy. 

 

Arrival 
 

 
In Buenos Aires you can pre-arrange an airport pickup via 

AMAUTA. A representative of our school will await you at 

the airport, holding a sign with AMAUTA and your name 

written on it. The person in charge of the pickup knows 

your accommodation information and will take you to your 

destination. If you would like to read more information 

about flights to Buenos Aires or your arrival, you can check 

out this article. 

 
 

If you cannot find our representative at the airport, don’t 

panic. Just call the emergency number below and a member 

of our local team will assist you. 

 
 

Emergency Number: (+54) 911 41894878 
 

 

In case you have not booked a pick-up, you can take a taxi to the center of Buenos Aires, or directly to your 

accommodation. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

  TRAVEL  AND ARRIVAL  

http://www.amautaspanish.com/
http://www.amautaspanish.com/blog/best-airlines-buenos-aires/
http://www.amautaspanish.com/blog/best-airlines-buenos-aires/
http://www.amautaspanish.com/blog/best-airlines-buenos-aires/
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Your schedule for the first week of Spanish classes (sample)* 
 

 
Throughout the week AMAUTA offers some great cultural and fun activities for all students and also volunteers, 

held each week day in the afternoon. Below you find an example schedule how your first week will look like: 

 
 

Monday: 8:30am. Welcome with coffee, placement test (if not done beforehand) 

9am – 1pm Spanish classes 

2pm – 6pm Different outdoor activities, such as a visit to museum, park or specific 

neighborhood of Buenos Aires. 

Tuesday: 9am – 1pm Spanish classes 

2pm – 6pm ‘’Club de Conversación’’ 

Wednesday: 9am – 1pm Spanish classes 

2pm – 6pm Different outdoor activities, such as a visit to museum, park or specific neighbor- 

hood of Buenos Aires. 

Thursday: 9am – 1pm Spanish classes 

2pm – 6pm  ”Tutoriales’’ 

Friday: 9am – 1pm Spanish classes 

2pm – 6pm Different activities 

Weekend: We offer a variety of organized excursions and outdoor activities for all students and 

volunteers through our agency DOS MANOS ARGENTINA - check the notice board in the 

school office for details. Additional charges apply. 

 
*The class times may change when it is high season, or when there are a lot of students or big groups.  

 
 

*Extra activities will take place throughout the week in the afternoons/evenings. They can be a walking tour, a visit to a museum, a tango 

lesson, etc. Always check the notice boards for the exact activity schedule of the week and for starting or departure time of the activity. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  YOUR PROGRAM IN ARGENTINA  

http://www.amautaspanish.com/
http://www.dosmanosargentina.com/
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Spanish Classes 
 

 
Your group and private classes at AMAUTA are either in the 

morning or the afternoon, and are taught by two different, 

qualified teachers. This allows variety in teaching styles. 

Although all teachers are familiar with at least one foreign 

language, primarily English, all classes will be in Spanish from 

the beginning on, which helps you to learn the language 

even faster. If you have signed up for group lessons but you 

are the only student at a certain level of Spanish, you will get a 

private teacher instead, for 2 hours (instead of 4). 

 

The teachers dedicate most of the time to practical activities 

and exercises through which you learn to understand and 

speak Spanish in a constructive manner. You will also spend time on grammar exercises, writing and reading. 

Visits to typical locations around the city, such as the market, schools, museums or a hospital, may also be 

arranged to aid learning. 

 
 

 

 

During your private classes, you will enjoy program contents that are completely adapted to your individual 

needs and interests. We will develop a personal training program for you with special attention to conversation, 

writing, reading and listening. This is a good opportunity to practice some of what you already know. In addition, 

the visits and activities that you enjoy during the lessons will be completely tuned to your personal wishes by our 

attentive teachers. 

 
 

Course Set-Up 

Standard programs include 20 lessons. In addition to classes, students are expected to spend some time on self- 

study (approximately 3-5 hours per week). Most extracurricular activities – freely included in your program as 

a component to your Spanish language learning and cultural immersion - take place in the afternoon / evening. 

Always check the notice board for the weekly schedule and last minute changes. 

 
 

Class Times 

Your classes will be from Monday to Friday, in the morning from 9:00am till 1pm. You can request extra private 

lessons in the afternoon. Class schedules are subject to change on holidays and during the high season. 

 

All AMAUTA courses include the following: 

 Study of grammar theory and practice 

 Exercises to extend vocabulary and improve pronunciation 

 Development of listening, writing and reading comprehension while using newspapers, songs and 

local literature 

 Techniques of oral communication, guided conversation and role plays 

http://www.amautaspanish.com/
http://www.amautaspanish.com/spanish-and-immersion/cultural-activities/school-activities-in-argentina-235.html
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What´s included in your Spanish Program? 
 

 

 
 

Accommodation in a host family 
 

 

If you have chosen to live in a host family, you have chosen 

to not only learn the Spanish language but also more about 

the ways of life in Argentina by experiencing to live with   

a local family. Note that from Monday through Friday, 2 

meals per day are included; in the weekend, only breakfast 

is included. 

 

AMAUTA works with experienced guest families, and 98% 

of the students´ experiences of living with a host family have 

been great. It is in most cases a very valuable complement to 

studying Spanish. It might also be difficult in the beginning, 

because of the language barrier and different cultures. Here 

are some things what will be expected of you and some tips and tricks to make the best of your stay in a host 

family: 

 

➢  Talk in Spanish. Most families will enjoy talking to you and do not care at all if your Spanish is not 

perfect. They will appreciate your efforts and are always willing to help. Furthermore, you will get a 

deep insight into the country and language of the native people. 

➢  Be Polite. Treat your host parents as they were your real parents, treat them with respect. If your 

host family has (young) children, be interested, play with them or help them with their homework. 

 

Of course there are also a few don’ts to take into account: 

➢  Don´t make a mess of your room or the kitchen and don´t leave your stuff to clean up for later. 

➢  Don´t stay away for days. Let your host family know when you will not have lunch/dinner or sleep at 

home. Also a phone call is appreciated. 

➢  Don´t listen to loud music after 10:00pm or be noisy. 

 

All Spanish Programs in Buenos Aires include the following for all students and volunteers: 

 
 An orientation meeting with a small Walking Tour in the neighborhood 

 Placement Test 

 Lesson materials and use of other study materials 

 Free Student Activities such as: 

Tango Class - Cooking Class - Music class - Lectures on Argentinean History and Culture - Latin American 

Cinema - Visits to sites of interest (a museum, a park, etc.) 

 Free (WIFI) Internet at school 

 Final test and certificate 

 Farewell Gathering 

http://www.amautaspanish.com/
http://www.amautaspanish.com/spanish-and-immersion/accomodations/host-family-standard-76.html
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➢  Don´t think that staying in a host family is the same as staying in a hostel or hotel, because it is not. The 

family members do not work for you; they share their home and intimacy with you. 

 

If you consider these do’s and don’ts, we are sure you will have a great time with your host family, you will get a 

bigger network in Argentina, and it will get you off to a great start with your Spanish skills. 

 
 

Please note that we usually assign the host family to each student in the week before arrival; therefore you will receive a 

separate information sheet with address details and information on your Argentinean host family.  

 

Accommodation in the student accommodation 
 

 

Living in our student accommodation gives you the opportunity to get to know other students and volunteers – 

either foreign or Argentine. You will be accommodated in shared rooms and there are no meals included in this 

option. The rooms will be cleaned once a week. Details on what´s included or not will depend on each flat; most 

places are located in neighborhoods such as Palermo and Belgrano – close to the school – or in Recoleta, Villa 

Crespo, or others. 

 
 

 
 

 
Volunteer work in Buenos Aires 

 

 

If you will participate in our Volunteer Work  Program  

for sure you will be excited. If you have not arranged a 

volunteer placement yet and you are interested, you can talk 

to our Volunteer Coordinator and check out your options 

according to the length of your stay in Buenos Aires, your 

level of Spanish, and personal interests and availability. 

 
 

During your first week there will be an informational meeting 

for all new volunteers. Please address all your questions 

and concerns to our volunteer coordinator and also listen 

carefully to what she has to say. Here is a short summary for 

you to read and think about: 

 
Please note the following conditions of staying in the Student Accommodation : 

 
 You will be charged for the replacement of items broken either intentionally or through negligence. 

 

 If there is damage and no one is directly responsible, we will divide the cost of repairs among all the 

students in the flat. 

 During high season, additional housing of the same standard might be offered when the student 

accommodation is fully booked. 

 AMAUTA Spanish School is not responsible for any personal items left in the students’ residence. 

http://www.amautaspanish.com/
http://www.amautaspanish.com/spanish-and-immersion/accomodations/student-residences-81.html
http://www.amautaspanish.com/spanish-and-immersion/volunteer-internship/volunteer-program-33.html
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Volunteer work in Argentina - Tips and Tricks: 

 

 Be prepared that working in a different culture makes things a bit more complicated and that this 

experience will be a big challenge. 

 
 Take into account that there might be cultural differences in time perception. 

 
 When there is a language barrier, things get always a tiny bit more complicated. Try to work as much 

as you can on improving your Spanish skills. 

 
 Don’t expect the people at the local projects to speak any English at all. Maybe some will speak a 

little English but that’s not the norm. 

 
 Take initiative; don’t misinterpret the lack of structure, thinking you are not welcome or that there is 

nothing you can do. 

 
 Especially during the first days, we recommend you to be flexible, try to talk to people and 

persevere. Just jump in it and try not to worry. 

 
 Take your work seriously: if you can’t go because your ill, or you’re on a tour, let us know. 

 
 Be realistic: you will not change the world in a couple of weeks, not even the small world of your project. 

 
 Make sure to include on your list of volunteer work goals: to learn about yourself, have this 

wonderful experience of living in Argentina, and improve your Spanish. 

 
 If you work with kids, make sure you prepare your own activities and bring your own materials. Keep 

the activities very simple and make sure everyone can participate. 

http://www.amautaspanish.com/
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Buenos Aires is the biggest city of Argentina, a city with 4 

million inhabitants in 2012. The province Buenos Aires is 

even bigger, where more than 12 million Argentineans are 

living (almost one-third of all people living in Argentina). 

People from Buenos Aires are called porteños, which is 

because Buenos Aires is located next to the river Rio de la 

Plata and therefore has a harbor. Buenos Aires is also called 

the ‘’Paris of the South’’, with its international character 

and inhabitants from all over the world, mostly of Italian, 

Spanish, German, English, Arabic and Asian origin. 

 
It may be clear that Buenos Aires is a very big city, and  it 

can be very overwhelming when you arrive there for the first time. There are different neighborhoods (barrios), 

which make it easier to get an overview of the city. The Microcentro is the busy city centre. There are many 

office buildings, the biggest shopping street Calle Florida, the harbor and business building project area, Puerto 

Madero, Plaza de Mayo, and close to that the Government House of Buenos Aires, Casa Rosada. In the north 

side of the city are the most rich and expensive areas: Palermo, Recoleta and Retiro. Here there are many old 

buildings and houses, dating back from the year 1900, built with French architecture style influences. Palermo 

is the biggest neighborhood and consists of: Palermo Viejo, Palermo Soho and Palermo Hollywood. In Palermo 

Soho there are many restaurants and the Plaza Serrano, in this area you will find the best places to enjoy the 

nightlife in Buenos Aires. Also, Palermo Hollywood has many restaurants and some nightclubs. 

 

The southern parts of Buenos Aires consist of the barrios La Boca and San Telmo. The first one is the neighborhood 

located on the old harbor. The houses are made of wood and corrugated material, and are painted in all kind of 

colors. It is the neighborhood of the working class, a meeting place and a real labor neighborhood. It is a touristic 

and vibrant area: there is always something going on. There are many shops, tango shows and restaurants with 

Italian-Argentine cuisine. Also you can find the stadium of Boca Juniors in this area. However, it should be said 

that this is not a safe neighborhood. There are many robberies here, especially if you go out of the three busiest 

streets around El Caminito. Be careful and don’t take too much money and valuable things with you when visiting 

this neighborhood. San Telmo is a beautiful neighborhood with its colonial architecture style and its many antique, 

art and handicraft stores. It used to be a poor neighborhood, but attracted many intellectuals and artists, which 

PART 2: INFORMATION ABOUT BUENOS AIRES 

AND ARGENTINA 

GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT BUENOS AIRES 

http://www.amautaspanish.com/
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made the neighborhood what it is today. There are many restaurants and every Sunday there is a market at Plaza 

Dorrego. Here you can also find some tango shows, just on the street as you walk by. 

 
Buenos Aires is a true melting pot of contrast, particularly between rich and poor. At first glance it is an exciting 

cosmopolitan city boasting European sophistication while retaining Latin charm. 

 

Public Transport 
 

 
It is recommended to buy a SUBE card in the beginning   

of your stay. This is a credit card sized card you can buy at 

certain stores/post offices called Correo Argentino, OCA 

and Andreani post office. When you are going to buy the 

card, you have to bring your ID, fill in a short form and pay 

15 Argentine Pesos. The card allows you to travel with the 

Subte, buses, trains and tram lines without having to buy a 

paper ticket, and in the end it will cost you less money than 

if you would buy a ticket every single time. You can refill the 

card at many kiosks and subway stations. 

 

Buenos Aires has a wild and inexpensive public  transport 

system that consists of a combination of taxis, buses or the ´Subte´ (the metro). It´s probably best to stay with 

taxí s and the Subte. However, buses can be a cheap and convenient way to get around the city. Please don´t 

forget that you need coins to pay the bus (it´s a machine). 

 

The Subte will probably be your preferred way of transportation. There are several lines, all going to and coming 

from the city center. You just might want to avoid ´la hora punta´, as the Subte gets very crowded and a little bit 

less pleasant at this time. 

 

If you want to take a taxi, call a radio taxi to pick you up. If you are going to take a random taxi in the street, take 

only a radio taxi. Pay the driver with small bills, not a 100 peso note. Taxi drivers have been known to try to scam 

tourists by switching bills for counterfeits. 

 

Argentinean culture 
 

 

Greeting people 

Greetings are very important to Argentinean people. The greetings and farewells are the same. It is very common 

to kiss each other on the cheek, also between men. 

 
 

Religion 

Argentina has a very strong Catholic presence, similar to what you will find in many of the less developed Latin 

American countries today. However, nowadays other religions have increased in number and much of the 

younger generation decides their own beliefs rather than following the Catholic religion. 

 

Meals 

The principle part of Argentinean diet is meat, particularly beef, accompanied with potatoes and vegetables. We 

recommend that you try Asado or parilla, the Argentinean version of a barbeque – lots of red meat but delicious! 

http://www.amautaspanish.com/
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Weather & Climate 
 

 

Because Argentina is such a big country, it has many 

different climates. Most parts of the country have a desert 

and steppe climate, but there are also parts where there is 

a Mediterranean climate, sea climate (in the east), tropical 

climate (in the north), or mountain climate (in the south- 

west). The winter and summer seasons are at opposite times 

from the seasons in Europe and Northern America. 

 
 

In Buenos Aires there is a pleasant climate throughout the 

year, and the city has an average temperature of 18°C. From 

September to December it is spring, also called the   rainy 

season. The temperatures are higher, but there is also more rain and the air is more humid. This continues in 

the summer and the maximum temperature can reach 35°C: it is warm in the mornings and afternoon, and the 

temperature is a little lower during nighttime. The summer months are from January until March. After those dry 

months, the rainy autumn season starts from March until June. The coldest month is July. The winters are not so 

cold with a minimum temperature of 10°C, but at night the temperature can drop. It is recommended to wear a 

wool coat, hat and scarf during these months. 

 

 

Money 
 

 

In Buenos Aires there are many banks and cash machines, where you can take out Argentine Pesos. With your 

maestro card you can get a maximum of 900 pesos per machine. This will cost you 4 -5 euro (11 pesos) extra 

change and bank costs. In many restaurants and stores it will also be possible to pay with your Visa, Master and 

Maestro card. If you are from a European country, we recommend you to bring Euros. You can change them in an 

official currency exchange office or on the ‘’blue market’’ for a better rate. When you choose the second option, 

be extra careful, choose the place where to change carefully and check the amount of pesos you get. It can save 

you some money, but it is also a more risky way. Also for this reason, is not possible to get American dollars from 

the bank. Just as with Euros, it is an option to take them with you before, because you can change them for  a 

good rate. 

 
 

When you go to an official currency exchange office, do not forget to bring your passport with you. Also when 

you want to buy a more expensive product (for example, a photo camera, phone etc.) and you want to pay with 

credit card, you might be asked for an identification document as well. 

 

 

 

Holidays in Argentina 
 

 

There are no Spanish classes on official National Holidays (and no refunds will be granted for those missed hours). 

However, an alternative activity in Spanish will always be offered. 

http://www.amautaspanish.com/
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Argentinean holidays 2017 are: 
 

 

Jan 1, Feb 27, Feb 28, March 24, April 2, April 14, May 1, May 25, Jun 20, Jul 9, Aug 21, Oct 9, Nov 27, Dec 8, Dec 24 

after 2 pm, Dec 25, & Dec 31 after 2 pm 

 
 

What should you pack? 
 

 

You may not need all of the listed items on your travels, they 

are our suggestions. In addition, it is worth noting that you 

can buy lots of these items in Argentina. 

 
 

Personal items: Passport, Student or ISIC card (if you have 

one); insurance certificates; flight tickets; vaccination record; 

spending money, traveler checks or an ATM card (preferably 

an ATM Card); some cash for the first day(s), and/or maybe 

cash for an airport departure taxi ($45); guidebook on 

country (recommended: Lonely Planet or Footprints). 

 
 

General: Camera and batteries / battery Charger; notebook and pen or diary; sunglasses; pocket-knife (comes 

in handy for general use); backpack for everyday use; travel adapter; books, cards, music, Spanish dictionary, 

pictures of your family to show. 

 
 

Clothing: Hat; comfortable walking shoes; a pair of thick socks for walking; sandals; waterproof jacket; long 

trousers; long sleeved shirts; fleece; swimwear; towel. 

 
 

Other: medical kit; toiletries (deodorant, soap, shampoo, toothbrush, etc); useful medication (Antihistamines, 

Anti-diarrhea tablets, headache pills); sunscreen SPF 30+; mosquito and insect repellent. 

http://www.amautaspanish.com/
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This section offers important advice to keep you healthy and safe while you are here in Buenos Aires. Health 

problems, such as stomach problems, are common, but can be prevented with some basic tips. Regarding your 

safety, Buenos Aires is a big city and just as in other big cities in the world, it is important to be aware and alert. 

 

Before travelling 
 

 

It is imperative that you visit a travel doctor in your home country before traveling. Often your primary care 

physician will be able to refer you to a travel clinic where you can receive all necessary immunizations and 

medicines you will need to be a healthy traveler in Argentina. The vaccinations or immunizations you need will 

depend on what vaccinations you already have and what country you are coming from. Before going to a travel 

clinic, obtain your lifetime immunization history from your primary care physician. This will help the doctor to 

determine what you will need at the time of your appointment. 

 

At the moment, there are no compulsory vaccinations for Argentina. Some areas of Argentina have the risk 

of malaria, so please check with your doctor for up-to-date information on malaria risks in Argentina before 

travelling; you may need to bring anti-malarial tablets. 

 
 

 

 

Sunburn 
 

 
The sun in Buenos Aires can be very strong. Take precautions to avoid harmful sunrays: wear a hat, use sunscreen 

(especially on your face) and try not to spend too much time in direct sunlight. 

 

Stomach problems 
 

 
The water in Buenos Aires is safe to drink but most people drink bottled water just to be safe. The best way to 

avoid an upset stomach is to drink bottled water (especially straight from the bottle) and to avoid  purchasing 

 

Please check with your doctor early because some vaccinations may need as much as two months before 

arriving in Argentina to become fully effective. 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

  HEALTH AND SAFETY IN ARGENTINA  

http://www.amautaspanish.com/
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street food (particularly uncooked fruit and vegetables). Despite precautions, it might be possible that you’ll get 

some form of upset stomach. Some popular stomach medications such as Pepto Bismol are not sold in Argentina, 

although the local pharmacist can often recommend a similar product. If you are affected, get plenty of rest and 

drink lots of liquids. Oral Rehydration Solutions (ORS) are available from pharmacists and can help you to replace 

the fluids lost. Pharmacies are generally very well stocked and easy to find, particularly in larger urban areas of 

Argentina. If you are affected for more than three days and/or you have a fever, you should visit a doctor. 

 

Culture shock 
 

 

If you have arrived in Buenos Aires directly from your home country, initially you may feel a little overwhelmed 

and reclusive. This is a very common reaction to being in unfamiliar surroundings, presented with a foreign 

culture and language, and often referred to as culture shock. Almost everyone experiences culture shock to some 

degree. You can combat this feeling by making an extra effort to talk to people around you, join in with activities 

and try new things. By embracing your new environment you will learn to love the differences and adjust in no 

time to life here in Argentina. 

 

Your safety 
 

 

Like every major tourist city, Buenos Aires has problems with thieves. Do not feel frightened, but take certain 

precautions and be aware of things going on around you. If something strange happens, secure your belongings 

first! Do not be paranoid, but please BE AWARE! 

 
 

 

 
Some common sense guidelines: 

 
 Don’t wear or flaunt shiny jewelry or gadgets 

 

 Carry a copy of your passport with you, but leave your passport in your room 
 

 Don’t carry all your money in your wallet. Put it in several places on your body or in your bag. Some 

people prefer not to carry a wallet at all. 

 Never carry all your money with you at one time. Take small amounts with you. 
 

 Padlock your backpack with a small luggage lock and/or carry your backpack on your chest in front 

of you as a front pack. 

 Never leave your bag unattended. 
 

 Use only one or two bags, as more are harder to keep track of. 
 

 In the unlikely event of theft, or if you are targeted for your belongings, hand them over without resistance. 
 

 Do not walk alone in the city after 9:30pm 
 

 Only take registered (radio) taxis 
 

 Please be careful when visiting La Boca y EL Camino; unfortunately, a few students have been 

robbed here on a sunny Saturday afternoon. 

http://www.amautaspanish.com/
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Despite these precautions, if you or a friend is robbed please let us know - someone from the school will 

accompany you to report the incident to the police and will help with any other services that you may need (credit 

card cancellation, phoning consulates, insurance, etc). In case of an emergency, contact our 24/7 emergency 

phone! 

Emergency number AMAUTA (calling from Argentina): 15 41894878 

 

Emergency Telephone Numbers 

 

• Fire Department: 100 

• Police: 101 

• Civil Defense: 103 

• Medical Emergencies: 107 

• National Operator: 19 

• International Operator: 000 

• Within Capital Federal and 

Gran Buenos Aires: 911 

 

 

Travel Insurance 
 

 
We suggest all our students to arrange for a travel insurance 

which covers health, accidents, luggage loss, and third- 

party liability. It is also advisable to check with your medical 

insurance company if medical assistance abroad is offered 

or if you need to extend your insurance policy. Do not 

forget to carry a copy of your policy with you as well as the 

emergency phone number you need in case of problems. 

http://www.amautaspanish.com/



